
THE PERSONAL COMPUTER INDUSTRY IN THE

The original PC design was followed up in by the IBM PC XT The bus in the PC/AT was given the name Industry
Standard.

With his supply guaranteed, and good control over the component pricing, Tramiel launched a war against TI
soon after the introduction of the Commodore  The Model I used a Zilog Z80 processor clocked at 1.
Eventually, 5. Mostly relegated to the realm of "exogenous factors" unaffected by economic policy, innovation
enters the accounts chiefly as an effect of capital formationâ€”the accumulation of buildings and equipment.
Yet the most careful studies of the sources of productivity growthâ€”by such economists as Lord Peter Bauer,
Robert Dennison, and Nobel Laureates Simon Kuznets and Robert Solowâ€”assign only a small share to mere
accumulation of capital. By the Japanese had won a mere 4 percent of the American computer market. Of
these computers, the TRS dominated the market. Announced long before its arrival, most industry observers
expected the machine to wipe out all competition â€” on paper its performance was untouchable, and TI had
enormous cash reserves and development capability. Contrary to earlier predictions, the TI's limitations meant
it was not the giant-killer everyone expected, and a number of its design features were highly controversial.
Next year it will be about half the size of the pet-food market, and is fast approaching the total worldwide
sales of panty hose. It used the microprocessor, a variant of the  They can both be used for playing different
types of video games and be used for entertainment. The new machines were first introduced as the Atari and
in , but production problems prevented widespread sales until the next year. Just as a few thousand mainframe
computers were linked to hundreds of thousands of dumb terminals, today just over fourteen hundred
television stations supply millions of dumb terminals known as television sets. Their only modest successes
came from buying up American firms in trouble. Radio Shack had sold 1. It galvanized the overall U. Facts
Matter. This means the telecomputer will benefit from the same learning curve of steadily increasing powers
as the microchip, with its billion-transistor potential, and the office computer with its ever-proliferating
software. Following similar policies, the Japanese performed only marginally better until the late eighties,
when they began producing laptop computers. The tiny 5 kB memory and its relatively limited display in
comparison to those machines was offset by a low and ever falling price. Malone, Michael. The company
remained dormant until , when it was activated with the intention of continuing Sinclair's commercial work
from his earlier company Sinclair Radionics; it adopted the name Sinclair Research in  Based on the current
rate of progress, the "sixteen-Cray" chip might be manufactured for under a hundred dollars soon after the
year , bringing perhaps a millionfold rise in the cost-effectiveness of computing hardware. In , Byte referred to
the PET design as "the world's first personal computer". Between and the percentage of the world's computer
power commanded by large centralized computer systems with "dumb" terminals attached dropped from
nearly percent to under 1 percent. Case Study : Apple Inc. It used the Intel CPU running at 4. The microchip is
a computer etched on a tiny sliver of silicon the size of a fingernail, containing scores of functioning logical
devices in a space comparable not to the head of a pin, but to the point of a pin. It was incorporated in as
Ablesdeal Ltd. The personal computer PC industry is in high dynamics, with new products emerging and old
technology Apple Inc. Probably not. His innovations in manufacturing and distribution have made him one of
the most successful businessmen of our time. The nineties are seeing a dramatic acceleration of the progress
first sown by the likes of Carver Mead. The combination of the failures of the Sinclair QL computer and the
TV80 led to financial difficulties in , and a year later Sinclair sold the rights to their computer products and
brand name to Amstrad. Life after Television. The personal computer industry truly began in , with the
introduction of three preassembled mass-produced personal computers: Apple Computer, Inc.


